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Agenda points Key issues/Action points Follow up 
Introduction & welcome - Naouar Labidi will chair the SAG, as the interim gFSC Coordinator

Mid-term review

- SAG agreed to have a much lighter process and final document compared to the previous 2018 MTR 
- the MTR should focus on: 
a) what is working well/main challenges 
b) prioritise thematic areas according to the current crisis/developments
c) focus on critical indicators 
d) "looking ahead": what is coming in the near future: challenges, opportunities, fsc role
PROCESS:
- The GPM should be the forum where the MTR will be discussed; SAG to facilitate the discussions with members on key findings/key concerns
but also give broader perspectives, and re-prioritization where needed
- Half-day  of GPM to be dedicated to the MTR, inclduding SAG/gFSC facilitating breakout rooms for discussions

gFSC team to propose a lighter structure and  process

Famine prevention/Averting 
Famine

It was recognized that there are several parallel processes ongoing that are focusing on Famine Prevention , including a  dedicated  WFP/FAO/OCHA Taskforce (upon SG call); - advocacy 
efforts are ongoing already at different level, including the FAO/WFP Call for Action; NGOs are also very engaged: SAVE THE CHILDREN (working with Nutrition, Health, WASH 
departments) , NRC, WVI etc.;  Advoacy and actions have various perspectives to tacke the Famine issue,  SAG agreed that there is a need to identify the added value of the Cluster, 
including the importance of keeping the attentinon high on the matter in the upcoming period (dedicated meetings, technical WGs, mapping/collect initiatives,e tc.) . Action of FSC to 
be defined, consultation with a smaller group of SAG member to take place and then be reported to SAG

Smaller group to discuss the FSC role/engagement on the 
matter,  added value without duplicating ongoing 
initiatives, and find the appropriate "entry point/focus"  : 
Ilaria & Jo, volunteered 

Global Partners Meeting (GPM)
Dates:  18 - 20 or 25 - 27 of May - TBD asap
- GPM could be split into 2 or 3 days according to the topics:a day can be dedicated to WGs as "Side event" + half day to the MTR discussions as proposed earlier. The rest of the Agenda 
to be defined asap, including "guests" and topics, voices from the field and SAG role/facilitation

Next meting to discuss the GPM Agenda 

NEXT MEETING tbc - since 5th of April is Easter Monday - doodle to be sent (avoiding 12th of April which is also NH in some countries)

Meeting 1hr 30'' - however can take less - suggestion to 
shorten the Agenda and focus on ONE main item only (to 
ensure proper discussions) +  quick update on other 
agenda points (however  GN to remain a fixed agenda 
point)
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